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Pope marks 50 years of CatholicMethodist dialogue
Pope Francis met with leaders of the World
Methodist Council yesterday (Thursday) to
celebrate fifty years of dialogue between the
two Churches.
Speaking to members from both traditions,
the Catholic News Agency reports that he
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said speaking about reconciliation wasn't
enough and reconciliation can only be
achieved with action.
He said: "This is the journey that awaits us in
the new phase of the dialogue, devoted to
reconciliation: we cannot speak of prayer and
charity unless together we pray and work for
reconciliation and full communion."
The pontiﬀ however commended the value of
dialogue between the two groups and said
they "are no longer strangers" but rather,
through their shared baptism are "members
of the household of God".
He went on to say: "We too have been freed
from the slavery of estrangement and mutual
suspicion."

Bishop praises health service as he
recovers from heart op
A Church of Ireland Bishop has paid tribute to
the NHS after a health scare led to tests that
found one of his heart's arteries was almost
completely blocked, Alf McCreary reports in the
Belfast Telegraph.
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The Rt Reverend Alan Abernethy has since had a
stent fitted and has recovered well.
He told over 300 members and visitors at the
Connor Diocesan Synod in Carrickfergus
yesterday that it had been a busy year of
restructuring in Church House, and the staﬀ
found it stressful.
"One day I suddenly felt very ill, and it was such
a shock to me, as I had been feeling very well
and exercising every day, and enjoying walking
and cycling," he said.
"I had been having tests since I fainted and
broke my jaw in 2015, but the various tests since
then had shown nothing untoward until June of
this year when I suddenly felt very unwell.
"I was taken to hospital and very quickly had an
angiogram, which was a camera inserted in a
vein in my wrist, and it checked the arteries
around the heart.
"This test showed that my main left coronary
artery was 90% blocked.
"As I watched the screen, a stent was fitted, and
soon my artery was flowing freely again.
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"I got home later that day, and was told to rest
for a few days.
"Since then I have been attending cardiac
classes, and I realise how fortunate I have been
in that a heart attack was avoided and I have not
suﬀered any heart damage."
In praising the NHS, Bishop Abernethy added:
"There is much in the news about the health
service, but I am grateful for the care I was given
and am still receiving.
"I want to tell you all exactly what happened to
make it clear I am very well. But there is no
doubt when faced with my own mortality, the
experience helped me to refocus, and to rethink
how I exercise my ministry and my personal
priorities."
He said that he is in his 11th year as Bishop of
Connor and is now planning to take a threemonth sabbatical next summer to focus on
writing.
"I have always found writing a wonderful way to
recover the joy of this calling and to renew my
faith, energy and excitement," Bishop Abernethy
said.
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In a wide-ranging address, he added: "We
continue to pray for our MLAs that they will find
a way of forming an administration so that
decisions can be made regarding budgets, and
that we can have a functioning devolved
government for Northern Ireland.
Bishop Abernethy also asked Synod members to
pray for Bishop Hilary of the Yei Diocese in
South Sudan, which has close ties with the
Connor Diocese.
He said: "I commend him for his courage and
faith. He has told me that thousands of people
are trapped in Yei, where during this summer
some of the clergy were attacked and killed.
"Bishop Hilary and his clergy and people live in
very dangerous and uncertain days."

Cork community vows to repair
storm damage to church
A priest and community in northwest Cork who
lost much of the roof of their church in Monday’s
storm have said that they will repair the damage.
Storm Ophelia hit St Nicholas’ Church in the
village of Kilcorney, near Millstreet, between 1pm
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and 2pm, lifting oﬀ a third of the roof in seconds.
There were no injuries.
On Tuesday a local contractor was erecting
scaﬀolding.
The plan is to seal the ceiling to prevent further
damage to the church, which dates to 1858.
Church insurance is likely to cover the damage,
a spokesman for the Diocese of Cloyne said.
Rev William Winter, parish priest of Banteer
(Clonmeen) said the community will not migrate
to sister churches, St Joseph’s in Lyre and St
Fursey’s in Banteer. “We won’t allow the storm to
stop us,” Rev Winter said. He felt very anxious to
keep church life in the community going, he
added.
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The church and school are central to community
life in Kilcorney, according to locals. Sunday and
other masses are to be held in the village hall so
that parish life can continue until their church is
repaired.
Meanwhile, at the extreme western edge of the
Beara peninsula, St Fachtna’s Church in Adrigole
in west Cork, in the Diocese of Kerry, was also
struck by Ophelia, and it too sustained roof
damage.
That damage was being assessed and was likely
to be repaired next week, a spokeswoman for
the Diocese of Kerry said. It was not as serious
as that sustained in Kilcroney in neighbouring
Cloyne.
Roof tiles in St Mary’s Cathedral in Killarney also
flew oﬀ. Report courtesy The Irish Times.

Remembering Cardinal Cahal Daly:
'There is no alternative to dialogue'
A commitment to dialogue was a hallmark of
the life of Cardinal Cahal Daly. A hundred
years after his birth, the necessity to have an
open heart and a listening ear is as vital as
ever, says Archbishop Paul Gallagher.
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An extract from an address by Archbishop Paul
Gallagher 'Go the Extra Mile - Cahal B. Daly:
Reflections on the Practice of Dialogue' at
Queen's University Belfast.
Given his lifelong friendships with Christians of
other denominations and the particular
circumstances of Northern Ireland which lent
particular urgency to the task, Cahal Daly was
deeply convinced of the necessity of ecumenical
dialogue.
"The growth of unity within the Church must
motivate us also to pray and work for unity
between the Churches," he said.
"Ecumenism is not an optional extra for priests
or for laity. It is a command of the Lord and a
response to his own prayer.
"The ministry of reconciliation which bishops
and priests have received from the Lord through
the Apostles is incomplete unless we are
working also for reconciliation between divided
Christians."
From the outset Cahal Daly was involved with
the Ballymascanlon Inter-Church meetings and
succeeded in establishing excellent relations
with leaders of the other Churches.
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He was well aware of the diﬃculties, ranging
from hostility, suspicion or indiﬀerence to foolish
enthusiasm and naïve optimism, but this did not
deter him from continuing to work loyally and
lovingly for ecumenism, in fidelity to the
directives of the Second Vatican Council.
Taking his cue from Paul VI, he insisted on the
primacy of spiritual ecumenism, by which he
meant a change of heart and holiness of life,
rooted in prayer.
All bitterness and bigotry should be purged,
while attitudes of mutual understanding, mutual
respect and the presumption of reciprocal good
faith, sincerity and integrity should be cultivated.
Charity, Daly believed, is the soul of dialogue.
"We must be eager to learn from one another, to
receive from one another, rather than to discredit
or triumph over one another," he said.
"We must, once and for all, renounce any idea
that one of us could succeed through the other's
failure, could prosper in the other's adversity, or
rejoice in the other's loss.
"Catholics must learn to rejoice in the Christian
faith and fervour and witness of Protestants, and
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Protestants must learn to rejoice in those of
Catholics."
During Cahal Daly's episcopate, much progress
was made in ecumenical dialogue in Ireland,
although he was also aware of the danger that it
could be limited to small groups of specialists,
with little impact on the lives of the individual
faithful.
He encouraged greater knowledge and study of
the documents produced by various ecumenical
discussions and recommended that the
principles of ecumenism and some initiation into
its practice should be regarded as indispensable
elements in all religious education programmes,
so that the fruits of ecumenical dialogue could
percolate to all levels of the Church, thus
facilitating mutual understanding and
reconciliation between divided Christians.
Although he was a staunch defender of Catholic
schools and attracted criticism in certain
quarters for his unwillingness to promote
integrated education, Daly insisted on the need
to promote the ecumenical spirit in the formation
of Catholic pupils at all levels.
Cahal Daly's unwavering commitment to
ecumenism was deeply rooted in his love for
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Christ and his desire to have "the same mind as
was in Christ Jesus".
Although the pursuit of Christian unity through
dialogue is a distinct undertaking from the quest
for peace, ecumenical dialogue assumed
particular urgency during the years of the
Northern Ireland conflict.
The leaders of all the major Christian
denominations made strenuous eﬀorts to bring
an end to the violence which caused untold
suﬀering to people on all sides of the religious
and political divide.
As Bishop of Down and Connor and later as
Archbishop of Armagh, Cahal Daly made an
important contribution to the peace process.
Apart from his strong and unambiguous
condemnation of violence, no matter where it
originated, and his encouragement to those
involved to engage in dialogue, he made valiant
eﬀorts to convince the civil authorities to deal
with the excesses of the security forces,
guarantee humane conditions for prisoners and
tackle the social injustices and deprivation which
fuelled resentment and provided a breeding
ground for paramilitary involvement.
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One of Cahal Daly's most important and
courageous contributions to the peace process
was his insistence on the need to recognise and
respect the two traditions, unionist and
nationalist, in Northern Ireland and their
respective civil and political rights and
aspirations.
Without this, he was convinced, there could no
political solution and no peace in the north.
In the volume The Price of Peace, published in
1991, he explained it thus.
"Northern Ireland's problem is that of how to find
ways of sharing two traditions, not ways of
suppressing one or other tradition, or of
subordinating one to the other," he wrote.
"It is a problem of giving political expression to
two equally valid loyalties, which each have an
equally valid historic and moral right to be, and
to be constitutionally recognised as being, an
integral part of Northern Ireland.
"Recognition of two Ulster loyalties, two Ulster
identities, is an indispensable precondition of
any solution to the complex problems of
Northern Ireland."
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Despite the seemingly insurmountable obstacles
to finding an acceptable political solution, Cahal
Daly never became despondent, convinced as
he was that Christianity would have the last
word, and that word is love.
"To believe in God's love towards ourselves is to
believe also in God's love towards others, even
when they are diﬀerent from ourselves," he said.
"It is to believe in the rights of others to be
diﬀerent from ourselves. The wish to extinguish
diﬀerences is secretly a wish to eliminate those
who dare to diﬀer.
"Reconciliation across accepted diﬀerences is a
direct consequence of believing in 'God's love
towards ourselves'."
As the peace process gathered momentum
during the 1990s, Cahal Daly redoubled his
eﬀorts to persuade all involved to grasp the
opportunity, abandon violence and embrace the
cause of love, justice, peace and reconciliation.
He was convinced that in the long term, "the
constitutional position of Northern Ireland
[would] be determined by the evolution of the
political process between its two communities
and by democratic dialogue between its two
traditions".
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No solution could be imposed from outside; only
a change of heart on all sides could bring about
an acceptable political solution.
Notwithstanding some setbacks on the way, the
courage and commitment of Northern Irish
political leaders on all sides, assisted and
encouraged by the American, British and Irish
governments, eventually led to the Good Friday
Agreement of 1998.
The principle of constitutional recognition of the
legitimate civil and political rights and
aspirations of the two traditions in Northern
Ireland, on which Cardinal Daly had insisted,
would prove fundamental to the power-sharing
institutions which the Agreement established.
By then in retirement, Cardinal Daly warmly
welcomed the Good Friday Agreement and
prayed for its success, mindful as he was of the
need for continued restraint and responsibility on
the part of all concerned.
No doubt, he would remind us today of the need
to continue to engage in dialogue and go the
extra mile in order to overcome the diﬃculties
that crop up from time to time. As he wrote
some years earlier, "there is no alternative to
dialogue".
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Cahal Daly's approach to the question of
relations between Church and State in today's
Ireland is also influenced by the same
commitment.
He was well aware of the frequent calls for
'separation of Church and State' and of the
misunderstandings that arise in connection with
this notion.
In fact, there is no single universal model of
separation, as the political systems of various
countries clearly demonstrate.
Cahal Daly certainly believed that Church and
State should be seen as distinct and
autonomous in their respective realms.
As he stated at the New Ireland Forum in 1984,
he was not favourable to the concept of a
confessional State, since such an alliance
between Church and State would be harmful to
both.
At the same time, he did not believe that the
Church should remain silent on all matters of
legislation and social concern, as though she
had no right to take public positions and issue
moral judgments on social and economic
questions.
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To impose silence in these matters would be a
denial of the fundamental democratic principle of
religious liberty, which requires that the
Churches have full freedom to proclaim the
Gospel.
There obviously can be laws which are in conflict
with the moral teachings of the Gospel and the
Church must have the freedom to point this out.
While the Church does not expect civil
legislation to conform to Church teaching, it
does have "the right and duty to form and to
inform the consciences of those citizens who are
Catholics about the moral implications and the
moral consequences of proposed laws or
constitutional changes, leaving it to their duly
informed consciences how to act and how to
vote".
Separation of Church and State "cannot entail
separation of either legislator or voter from his or
her conscience".
In other words, while recognising that there are
other legitimate considerations to be taken into
account in drafting legislation, the Church claims
the right to contribute to the debates about the
formulation of laws and, more generally, about
issues aﬀecting the lives of citizens.
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The Church's contributions are not matters of
faith only; "they are also open to reasoned
conviction on the part of any citizen, and they
are often accepted by people of diﬀerent
traditions on grounds of reason, rather than on
grounds of faith".
Obviously, if something is good and true in itself,
it does not cease to be so because the Catholic
Church teaches it.
Naturally, the Church seeks to engage in public
debates and put forward her position in a spirit
of dialogue and respect for the institutions of the
State and the democratic right of citizens to
express themselves.
Tensions, disagreements and even divisions can
arise, but this is part of any normal healthy
democratic process.
Mature relations between Church and State are
characterised neither by subservience nor by
opposition but by what the Second Vatican
Council calls "wholesome, mutual cooperation"
with due respect for the legitimate autonomy of
both sides.
Although Cardinal Cahal Daly died before the
election of Pope Francis, there are some
interesting points of contact between them.
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The recent Jubilee of Mercy served, among
other things, to raise awareness about the plight
of prisoners; indeed visiting prisoners is one of
the seven corporal works of mercy.
Like Pope Francis, Cardinal Daly devoted
considerable attention to the pastoral care,
humane treatment and rehabilitation of
prisoners, insisting on the need for mercy and
clemency in their regard.
A further similarity lies in the Cardinal's emphasis
on dialogue, which shows him to have been a
promoter of what the Holy Father calls a "culture
of encounter".
The Pope uses this expression to emphasise the
need to step out of our own comfort zones, to
be fearless in looking beyond our own needs
and aspirations to those of others and to go out
and meet them. This is how 'encounter' takes
place.
Like dialogue, the culture of encounter is not a
mere technique for ensuring better human
relations but is theologically rooted in our prior
encounter in faith with the love of Jesus.
Jesus takes the initiative in encountering us and
prompts us to do as he did: encounter others.
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Encounter overcomes isolation and exclusion; it
implies respect for the dignity of others and
seeks to establish interpersonal relations with
them based on mutual respect, love and
reciprocity.
It implies risk, because in reaching out to others
we expose ourselves and become somewhat
vulnerable.
This is because authentic encounter requires a
response: we reach out to others in the hope
that they will not reject our overtures but will
grasp the opportunity to engage with us.
We could make mistakes but this should not
deter us. As Pope Francis once said: "What
happens if we step outside ourselves? The same
as can happen to anyone who comes out of the
house and onto the street: an accident.
"But I tell you, I far prefer a Church that has had
a few accidents to a Church that has fallen sick
from being closed."
Building a culture of dialogue naturally involves
risks and possibilities, similar to those
mentioned by Pope Francis when he speaks of a
Church which is willing to step outside herself.
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Dialogue is obviously challenging and diﬃcult. It
requires much patience and perseverance. It
requires us to face up to those forces of
prejudice and entrenched positions within our
own communities and indeed in our own hearts
which hinder the possibility of accepting others
as they are and listening to their legitimate
concerns and aspirations.
Despite the possibility of failure, we must never
give up trying nor should we surrender to
pessimism and despair.
The only alternative is the imposition of the logic
of power, whose tragic consequences all over
the world are plain for all to see.
Hence, there is a moral imperative to pursue
dialogue. We must do so in season and out of
season, honestly and transparently, with a
listening ear and an open heart.
On the centenary of his birth, Cardinal Cahal
Daly's teaching on dialogue has lost nothing of
its relevance and urgency.
Let us learn from his example and act always in
accordance with the spirit of dialogue which he
sought to inculcate and promote.
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Above all, no matter what it may cost, let us be
courageous and never hesitate to go the extra
mile.
:: Abridged from 'Go the Extra Mile - Cahal B.
Daly: Reflections on the Practice of Dialogue', a
memorial lecture to mark the centenary of the
birth of Cardinal Cahal Daly. The lecture was
given in Queen's University Belfast last Friday by
Archbishop Paul Gallagher.
:: Archbishop Paul Gallagher, a priest of the
Liverpool Archdiocese, has spent over 30 years
in the Vatican's diplomatic service, including as
Apostolic Nuncio to Burundi, Guatemala and
Australia. In 2014, Pope Francis appointed him
Secretary for Relations with States in the
Secretariat of State of the Holy See.
:: Cahal Daly was born in Loughguile, Co Antrim
on October 1 1917. He was ordained in 1941
and a distinguished academic career included a
long association with Queen's University Belfast,
where he lectured in Scholastic Philosophy. He
was a theological adviser to Bishop William
Philbin and Cardinal William Conway at the
Second Vatican Council. In 1967 he was
appointed as Bishop of Ardagh and
Clonmacnois; in 1982 he was transferred to his
home diocese of Down and Connor and in 1990,
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at the age of 73, he became Archbishop of
Armagh. Pope John Paul II made him a cardinal
in 1991. Cardinal Daly retired in 1996 and died
on December 31 2009, aged 92.
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